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Abstract

In this paper the interaction between two counter-rotating vortices
is examined, and the performance of a newly developed finite differ-
ence code is discussed. The Reynolds numbers considered are low
to medium, and the flow is compressible. Most of the computations
are performed in a two dimensional domain, with different grid sizes,
Reynolds number and order of accuracy of the scheme. Finally, a three
dimensional computation is made in order to examine the relevance
of the two dimensional model.
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1 Introduction

One of the factors limiting the capacity of airports is the hazard of remain-
ing wake vortices on the runway. Wake vortices are generally two counter-
rotating vortices trailing off from the wing tips of an aircraft. These vortices
can remain on the runway for long times, with the risk of causing following
planes to lose lift or turn over. To avoid accidents, airports tend to assume
worst-case scenarios, with large time delays between aircrafts as a conse-
quence - which of course is not the most efficient solution. It is therefore
important to study the behavior of vortex pairs close to the ground.

Figure 1: Physical parameters of an aircraft: Weight W , landing speed U , wingspan b.
In addition: Radius of a vortex r, and the air density �.

The basic physics of such a vortex pair is reasonably well understood,
and the strength Γ0, also called circulation, of one vortex is given by the
expression

Γ0 =
W�Ubs ; (1)

where W , U and b are the weight, landing speed and wing span of the aircraft,
respectively [2]. These parameters are shown in Figure 1. � is the density of
air and s is a dimensionless parameter defined so that s = b0=b, where b0 is
the distance between the vortices created by the wing tips. If an elliptical lift
distribution is assumed (which is rather accurate in most cases), s is equal
to �=4.
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It is logical to model aircraft vortices by cylinders of rotating air, which
as a first approximation is a two dimensional phenomenon. Hence, when
simulating the behavior of the vortices, initial data to our computations
are needed in the form of a two dimensional velocity field. In the work of
Winckelmans et al. [8] the tangential velocity of a vortex is defined asu�(r) =

Γ0

2� r
(r2 + r2) ; (2)

where r is the radius where the maximal velocity V0 occur, i.e. V0 = u�(r).
From equation (2) it follows directly that V0 can be expressed asV0 =

Γ0

4�r : (3)

According to [8], a typical value of r is 0:05b0. Combining this with
equation (1) and (3) results in a relation for the maximum tangential speed
of the vortex, expressed as a function of physical parameters for an aircraft:V0 =

5W��Ub2
0

: (4)

Inserting numerical values for common aircrafts leads to a V0 value of 15-20m=s, which corresponds to a Mach number of 0.05. The Reynolds number
is defined as Re = V0 � r=� where � is the kinematic viscosity. Re = 5 � 106

would roughly correspond to air. The Reynolds numbers considered in this
report, range between 500 and 50000. (This could either represent a very
viscous fluid, or the air vortices generated by a model aircraft.) In Table 1
some physical parameters and their typical numerical values are shown.
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physical quantities symbol value unit
air density � 1:2 [kg=m3]
kinematic viscosity � 1:5 � 10�5 [m2=s]
speed of sound  340 [m=s]
weight W 54000 [N ]
wingspan b 28:5 [m]
landing speed U 70 [m=s]
parameter s �=4
max. vortex speed V0 15:75 [m=s]ReΓ=Γ0=� ReΓ 1:9 � 107ReV =V0 � r=� ReV 1:5 � 106

Table 1: Some physical parameters with typical numerical values. The aircraft data is
from a DC-9-50, and an elliptical lift distribution is assumed.

For the computations made in this project a code adapted to dimension-
less units is used. For this purpose the dimensionless physical quantities
(marked with �), are defined as follows: The velocity is v� = v= where  is
the speed of sound (in air  � 340m=s). Thus v� has the same numerical
value as the Mach number. The length is x� = x=r and the dimensionless
time is t� = t � =r. In these quantities x� = 20 corresponds to the wingspan,
and t� = 10000 represents approximately one minute.

2 The Numerical Method

The Navier-Stokes equations are partial differential equations which describe
the behavior of fluids. To simulate the movements of vortices in air (or
other fluids) we want to solve Navier-Stokes equations numerically. Below
we treat a simplified differential equation with the aim of demonstrating how
the numerical method works. Consider the one-dimensional model problemut + aux = "uxx; a; " > 0�u(0; t) + "ux(0; t) = g0(t); u(1; t) = g1(t) (5)u(x; 0) = f(x); 0 � x � 1 :
The mixed Robin boundary condition at x = 0 in (5) models the far field
boundary conditions in the Navier-Stokes solver [7]. The Dirichlet boundary
condition at x = 1 models the no-slip boundary condition at solid surfaces.
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Multiplying (5) by 2u, integrating over the domain, and using the relationddtkuk2 = ddt R 1

0
u2dx =

R 1

0
2uutdx , results in:ddtkuk2 = �a Z 1

0

2uuxdx + " Z 1

0

2uuxxdx =

= �a(u(1; t)2 � u(0; t)2)+

+ 2"(ux(1; t)u(1; t)� ux(0; t)u(0; t)� kuxk2) =

= (a + 2�)

�u(0; t)� g0(t)a + 2��2 � g2
0(t)a + 2�+ (6)� au(1; t)2 + 2"ux(1; t)u(1; t)� 2"kuxk2 =

= (a + 2�)

�u(0; t)� g0(t)a + 2��2 � g2
0(t)a + 2�+� au(1; t)2 � 2"�ux(1; t)� g1(t)

2 �2

+ "g2
1(t)
2 � 2"�kuxk2

This so called energy method suggests that we should require (a + 2�) � 0
in order to avoid infinite growth of the solution (note that g0(t) and g1(t) are
bounded functions). Further, u2x(1; t) is ’borrowed’ from kuxk2 to make it
possible to complete the square in the last step of (6). Here 0 < � < 1 and = (1 � �)kuxk2=ux(1; t)2. Note that if ux(1; t) � 0, we do not need the
“borrowing” procedure.

In this paper, when going from the continuous problem to the discrete
formulation, a finite difference method is used. Let the vector v(t) represent
the discretization of u in space (more precisely v(t) is discrete in space but
not in time). Then, with vx � Dv = P�1Qv, the semi-discrete version (withN+1 points representing x) of (5) becomes:vt + aP�1Qv = "(P�1Q)2v

+ �0P�1e0[�v0 + "(P�1Qv)0 � g0] (7)

+ �NP�1eN [vN � gN ]v(0) = f
where e0 = [ 1; 0 ::: 0 ] and eN = [ 0 ::: 0; 1 ]. To mimic the integration-
by-parts used in (6), some special properties of the operators P and Q are
needed. The matrix P, which is proportional to ∆x, has to be symmetric
and positive definite, and Q is a nearly skew-symmetric matrix. To be exact:P = P T > 0; Q + QT = B; (8)
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where B is a n� n matrix, (n=N+1), consisting entirely of zeros, except forB(1; 1) = �1 and B(n; n) = 1. Below the second order accurate versions ofP and Q are shown for the one dimensional case. ∆x = 1=N is the grid size.P = ∆x2666664 1=2
1

0

. . .

0
1

1=2
3777775 ; Q =

1

2

2666664 �1 1�1 0 1
0

. . .
. . .

. . .

0
�1 0 1�1 1

3777775 (9)

When the integration-by-parts rule is imitated the method is said to have a
Summation-By-Parts property, as has been shown in previous works, see [3],
[1], [5].

Often finite difference schemes simply set the right-hand side of (7) to
zero, and after each time step the boundary conditions g0(t) and gN(t) are
forced upon the border elements of the matrix. This procedure destroys the
esteemed SBP-property of the method and in most cases the stability of the
scheme. Instead a penalty method called Simultaneous Approximation Term
(SAT) is used, [3], [1], [5]. The right-hand side of (7) is derived by SAT, and
if the parameters �0 and �N in equation (7) are correctly chosen, stability in
energy can be guaranteed.

So, analogously to the continuous case, equation (7) is multiplied by 2vTP
from the left, and then the relation ddt(kvk2P ) = ddt(vTPv) =[P is symmetric]=
2vTPvt is used to getddt(kvk2P ) = �2avTQv + 2"vTQP�1Qv

+ 2�0vT e0[�v0 + "(P�1Qv)0 � g0] + 2�NvT eN [vN � gN ]

= �avT (B + Q�QT )v + 2"vT (B �QT )P�1Qv (10)

+ 2�0v0[�v0 + "(P�1Qv)0 � g0] + 2�NvN [vN � gN ]

= �a(v2N � v2
0) + 2"(vN(P�1Qv)N � v0(P�1Qv)0 � kP�1Qvk2P )

+ 2�0v0[�v0 + "(P�1Qv)0 � g0] + 2�NvN [vN � gN ]

In order to obtain an energy estimate and thereby a stable scheme, ddt(kvk2P )
has to be bounded. The left boundary at x0 and the right boundary at xN
can be treated separately. Hence, for the left boundary, the right-hand side
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of (10) is av2
0 � 2"v0(P�1Qv)0 + 2�0v0[�v0 + "(P�1Qv)0 � g0] =

=
� v0 (P�1Qv)0

� � A1 �" + �0"�" + �0" 0

�| {z }M0

� v0

(P�1Qv)0

�
+ (11)

+A2

�v0 � �0A2
g0

�2 � �2

0A2
g2

0

where A1 + A2 = a + 2�0�. An energy estimate exists if the matrix M0 is
negative semi-definite, and if the constant A2 � 0. The eigenvalues of M0

are less than or equal to zero if A1 � 0 and �0 = 1. These requirements lead
to exactly the same stability condition as for the continuous case, namely
(a + 2�) � 0. Once again, note that g0 is a known, bounded function.

For the right boundary the same procedure can not be performed, since
a Dirichlet (no-slip) boundary condition has been implemented for vN in our
model problem. Instead we use the so called ’borrowing-method’, which is
treated in detail by Gong and Nordström [3] and originates from [1]. The
right-hand side of (10) for the right boundary is:� av2N + 2"vN(P�1Qv)N + 2�NvN [vN � gN ]� 2"kP�1Qvk2P (12)

The term 2�vN (P�1Qv)N has to be cancelled out since its sign is impossible
to predict. Evidently, the expression above lacks an adjustable vN (P�1Qv)N
term that could have been used for this purpose. Instead, (P�1Qv)2N must
be used to complete the square, and fortunately such a term can be found inkP�1Qvk2P : kP�1Qvk2P = (P�1Qv)TP (P�1Qv) =

=

264 (P�1Qv)0
...

(P�1Qv)N 375T 264 P(0;0) � � � �
...

. . .
...� � � � P(N;N)

375264 (P�1Qv)0
...

(P�1Qv)N 375 = (13)

= (P�1Qv)T P̃ (P�1Qv) + (P�1Qv)Np(P�1Qv)N
where p is a part of P(N;N) such that P(N;N) � p � 0. (That means that the

remaining matrix P̃ is positive semi-definite.) Using (13), equation (12) can
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be written as �av2N + 2"vN(P�1Qv)N + 2�NvN [vN � gN ] +�2"p(P�1Qv)2N � 2"kP̃�1Qvk2P =

= �av2N +
� vN (P�1Qv)N � � A3 "" �2"p �| {z }MN � vN

(P�1Qv)N �
+ (14)

+A4

�vN � �NA4
gN�2 � �2NA4

g2N � 2"kP̃�1Qvk2P
where A3 + A4 = 2�N . As before, the matrix MN has to be negative semi-
definite, and A4 has to be less than or equal to zero, in order to yield an energy
estimate. MN � 0 leads to the two requirements p > 0 and A3 � �"=(2p).
All in all; �N � �"=(4p), where 0 < p � P(N;N). Note that p is proportional
to ∆x since it is derived from P , see (9), and therefore �N is depending on
the grid size. To sum up, the penalty parameters in this model problem are:�0 = 1; a + 2� � 0�N � � "

4p; 0 < p � P(N;N) (15)

The SAT-method gently forces the solution to take the appropriate values at
the boundary. If the parameters �0, �N and � are chosen as proposed above,
stability is accomplished. The SAT-method does not only preserve the SBP
properties, it also provides a good way to estimate the numerical errors in
the solution, since the errors at the boundary have the same convergence rate
as the errors in the rest of the domain, see [6]. The SAT-method can also be
used to get stable and accurate interface treatment between different blocks,
see [1].

3 Grid Generation

A significant parameter is the distance between the grid points close to the
boundary surface, since the number of points resolving the boundary layer
is crucial for the accuracy of the result. On the other hand, the number
of points should be kept as low as possible in order to save computational
time and storage. The optimal grid has few points in total, but is very
refined close to locations of interest. The solution to this is typically to
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stretch the grid, using a smooth function. If the stretch is linear the relation
∆y(i + 1) = k �∆y(i) is used, hence every grid space ∆y is a factor k larger
than the preceding one. In this paper k is not a constant, but defined as a
suitable sum of step functionsk(i) = 1 + A e(i�a)=me(i�a)=m + e�(i�a)=m + B e(i�b)=me(i�b)=m + e�(i�b)=m + ::: (16)

where A;B; ::: is the step size and a; b; ::: is for which i the step should occur.
The parameter m decides the sharpness of the steps. This results in a grid
that can easily be regulated by changes in the coefficients A;B; :::; a; b; :::; m,
which in turn makes it easy to design the grid. For example it is possible
to change the refinement near the boundary without changing the whole
grid. In Figure 2 k(i) is shown for the three grids used in this paper. Thesek(i) are used to compute the grid spaces ∆y(i + 1) = k(i) � ∆y(i) (with
∆y(1) = ∆ymin). Naturally fewer grid points are needed if the starting
values are higher. The number of grid points is 537 in the x-direction and
201, 225 or 257 in the y-direction, depending on how fine the grid is near the
ground. In Figure 3 ∆y as a function of the height y is shown. Observe that
the grids mainly differ for low y, i.e. close to the ground. See the resulting
grids in Figure 4.

A similar formula was used in the x-direction, although adjusted to be
symmetric, with a finer grid in the middle and coarser grid towards the
borders of the computational box.
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Figure 2: The stretch factor k as a function of grid point i. The larger ∆ymin the fewer
grid points is needed.
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Figure 3: The grid point distance ∆y as a function of the height y.
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Figure 4: The three grids close to the ground. Left: ∆ymin = 0:1. Middle: ∆ymin = 0:01.
Right: ∆ymin = 0:001

It is known that the boundary layer thickness Æ is proportional to 1=pRe.
(This holds for laminar flow, and can be derived from Prandtl’s equations,
see [4].) Under the assumption that the number of grid points needed in the
boundary layer (Æ) is not dependent on the Reynolds number, this implicates
that ∆ymin also should be proportional to 1=pRe, (at least if the same stretch
factor k is used). This means that if one increases the Reynolds number by a
factor of 100, the minimum ∆y should be decreased by a factor of 10. Since
the time step depends on the refinement of the grid, this means that for every
time the Reynolds number is multiplied by 100, the computational time is
multiplied by at least 10.

4 Computations

Instead of solving the simple one-dimensional model problem posed in equa-
tion (5), the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation is treated (see [7] for
a complete description):ut + Fx + Gy + Hz = RPDE; x 2 ΩLu = RBC ; x 2 ÆΩ u(t = 0) = RIC ; x 2 Ω (17)u =

� � �u �v �w e �T
Here the right-hand-side data RPDE, RBC and RIC are vector valued sinceu consists of more than one variable. � is the density, �u, �v and �w are the
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density times the velocities in x, y and z directions, respectively (i.e. the
momentum per volume). e is the energy. The vectors F , G and H are called
the fluxes of the problem.

The vortex pair is initialized at the position [�10; 10], which corresponds
to one wingspan in the x-direction and one half wingspan in the y-direction.
The computational domain is x 2 [�60; 60] and y 2 [0; 40], which was con-
sidered sufficient to make the effects from the far-field boundaries small. The
vortices are initialized by simply taking the average velocity field of one clock-
wise rotating vortex in position [�10; 10], and one counter-clockwise rotating
vortex in position [10; 10]. (This is done using equation (2)). The maximum
tangential velocity of each vortex is set to 0.05 Mach at the radius r� = 1.
The Reynolds number, ReV , is 500, which roughly should correspond to the
value ReΓ=5000 used in [8], see table 1 and equation (3).
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(a) Order of scheme: 4,2
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(b) Order of scheme: 8,4
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(c) Order of scheme: 4,2

Figure 5: Boundary layer under the right vortex at t� = 1000, Re=500. Left: ∆ymin =
0:1, order of scheme: 4,2. Middle: ∆ymin = 0:1, order of scheme: 8,4. Right: ∆ymin =
0:01, order of scheme: 4,2.

This problem was computed with varying resolution in the boundary layer
and with schemes with different orders of the accuracy. Figure 5 shows the
boundary layer below the right vortex. One can clearly see that the grid is
too coarse to make the x-component of the velocity drop to zero. However,
this is a good example of how the penalty method gently forces the boundary
condition from an Euler slip condition to a Navier-Stokes no-slip condition
as the grid is refined. It is also a good example of how the resolution is
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improved as the order of the scheme rises. For the scheme with order (8,
4), i.e. 8th order in the interior of the computational domain and 4th near
the boundary, the coarser grid is obviously sufficient, since the length of the
velocity vectors are close to zero at the ground.

0 10 20 30 40
0

10

20

30

x*

y*

(4,2), dy=0.1
(8,4), dy=0.1
(4,2), dy=0.01

Figure 6: The trajectories of the right vortex for Re = 500. Æ, � and � marks that timet� = 5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, 25000, 30000.

To see the impact of the resolution of the boundary layer on the behavior
of the vortices, the vortex trajectories corresponding to Figure 5 are exam-
ined. These are shown in Figure 6. There is not much of a difference between
the paths the vortices take. However, in the well resolved runs, the first loop
tends to be smaller, and the second loop bigger. We conclude that the com-
putations done on the coarser grids and with lower order schemes are good
enough to capture the more important features of the flow.

In Figure 7 the boundary layer for Reynolds numbers 50 000 instead
of 500 is shown. The same observations as before can be made, i.e. the
solution becomes more accurate when the order of the scheme is increased,
and in this figure it is even easier to see that the flow changes into Euler
for the coarser grid, especially in Figures 7(a) and 7(b). (In the former the
grid is so coarse that the boundary condition is essentially a slip condition,
and in the latter the penalty parameters are at least strong enough to makeu(y = 0) < u(y = 1).) By comparing the profiles for different Reynolds
numbers, one observes for Re = 500, ∆ymin = 0:01 is needed to capture the
profile, and for Re = 50000, ∆ymin = 0:001 is necessary. This is what we
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(a) Order 4,2
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(c) Order 8,4
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(d) Order 4,2

Figure 7: Boundary layer under the right vortex at t=1000, Re=50000. From left
to right: a) dymin = 0:1, 4,2 order scheme. b) dymin = 0:01, 4,2 order scheme. c)dymin = 0:01, 8,4 order scheme. d) dymin = 0:001, 4,2 order scheme.

could expect from the relation, Æ � 1=pRe, which has also been confirmed in
numerous test runs throughout this project. But, as mentioned before, this
only holds for laminar flow. For turbulent flows Æ � 1= 5

pRe or Æ � 1= 7
pRe

are more common approximations.
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(a) (4,2) order scheme, different dymin 0 20 40 60
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(b) Comparision between (8,4) order on
coarser grid with (4,2) order on fine grid.

Figure 8: The trajectories of the right vortex for Re=50000.

The trajectories related to the computations in Figure 7 are shown in
Figure 8. It is obvious that the resolution has a great impact on the vortex
path. As already observed in [8] the solution computed using the Euler
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equations does not capture the rising of the vortices, see Figure 10. (Note
that the Euler curve actually does rise in this figure, but this is due to the far
field boundary conditions at x = �60, which are not perfectly transparent.)
Correspondingly, when the grid is too coarse the vortices cannot grip the
ground and they simply roll away from each other, even if there is a no-slip
boundary condition implemented.
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(g) Order of scheme: 4,2
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(h) Order of scheme: 8,4

Figure 9: The generation of secondary vortices under the right vortex for Re = 50000
and ∆ymin = 0:01, at t�=1000, 2000, 3000 and 4000. To the left a 4,2 order schemed has
been used, and to the right an 8,4 order scheme. This figure is showing the negative 2D
vorticity (�!), i.e. blue means counter-clockwise vortex and red means clockwise vortex.
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Vorticity is often defined as ~! = r � ~v, i.e. the vorticity is the curl
of the fluid velocity. In two dimensions the z component of the velocity
is missing and thus the vorticity (in Cartesian coordinates) can be written
as ! = vx � uy, where u is the x component of the velocity and v the y
component. A clockwise rotating vortex will then have negative values of !
while counter-clockwise vortices will have positive values of !. Note that for
(�!) in Figure 9 the opposite applies.
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Re=500
Re=50000

Figure 10: Comparison between (i) Euler no-slip with ∆ymin = 0:1 and order 4,2, (ii)Re=500 with ∆ymin = 0:1 and order 8,4, (iii) Re=50000 with ∆ymin = 0:01 and order
8,4.

The creation of vorticity can be seen in Figure 9. As the grid is refined,
more vorticity is built up under the primary wing-tip vortices and as a con-
sequence they rise. Worth noting is the remarkable difference a higher order
scheme makes. On the same grid the 8,4 order scheme is capable of capturing
much more detail in the flow than is possible for the 4,2 order scheme. To
some extent the lower order computation can catch the basic behavior of the
vorticity field, but all the finer structures are lost. This result agrees with
the different resolution observed in the boundary profiles, see Figures 7(b)
and 7(c). It might not be obvious from Figure 9, but these differences in
detail actually have a significant effect on the trajectories of the vortex pair,
which is clear from Figure 8. From Figure 8(b) another observation can be
made: The (8,4) order scheme on a ten times coarser grid gives almost the
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exact same solution as the (4,2) order scheme on the finest grid up to time� 12000. Then the behavior of the two curves differ a bit from each other.
Thus a fine grid is not only required close to the ground, but also in the inner
part of the domain.

In Table 1, the desired Reynolds number is 1:5 � 106, but in our compu-
tations the highest Reynolds number used is 50000. The reason to choose a
lower Re is that a calculation with approximately 100 times higher Re, also
requires at least 10 times smaller dymin, for the same order of the scheme.
Since the largest computation in this project took weeks to complete, a re-
alistic Reynolds number was not an option. ( Once again � the relationÆ � 1=pRe only holds for low Reynolds number flows, for turbulent flows
even smaller Æ are needed. Note that the time step is proportional to ∆ymin.)
The computations from Reynolds number 500 and 50000 show that for higher
Reynolds number the trajectories of the vortex pair become much lower or
flatter, see Figure 10. It is not obvious how to draw conclusions regarding
the real case scenarios from the computations with low Re, but an educated
guess would be that for a very high Reynolds number, the trajectories would
be even closer to the ground.

5 Computations in three dimensions

To see if the computations in two dimensions, (2D), are relevant for predicting
the behavior of vortices close to the ground, a computation in three dimen-
sions (3D) was made. The grid used for the 3D simulation had ∆ymin = 0:1,
in other words the coarsest grid used in the 2D runs. In addition there were
37 equidistant grid points added in the third (z) dimension. To sum up the
domain was [-60, 60] in x-direction, [0, 40] in y, and [0, 5.4] in z-direction.
The number of grid points was 537� 201� 37 � 3:99 � 106. These 4 million
points were distributed on 24 processors. At the ground (y�=0) a no-slip
BC was implemented, at the borders in x-direction (x�=�60) and in the
ceiling (y�=40) a far-field BC (with the condition that the velocity should
be zero) was implemented, and in z-direction, periodic boundary conditions
were implemented. The Reynolds number was 500, and as before the vortices
were initialized in position (x; y)=[�10,10] for all z, and the initial tangen-
tial vortex speed was 0.05 Mach. Furthermore a random velocity field, of one
percent of the top speed, was added in order to create some initial movement
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in the z-direction. If rand 2 [�1; 1] thenurand = u + V �
0 � randu=100vrand = v + V �
0 � randv=100 (18)wrand = w + V �
0 � randw=100

where u and v is the original initial velocity field from the 2D-computations,
and w = 0 the original velocity in z-direction. In Figure 11 the trajectory of
the computation in 3D is compared with the corresponding one in 2D. The
paths are very similar, but at time�7000 the vortices in the 3D simulation
starts to behave rather differently.
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Figure 11: The trajectories of the right vortex. Re=500, ∆ymin = 0:1, order 4,2.
Comparison between 2D and 3D. � and Æ mark that time t�= 5000, 10000, 15000, 20000,
25000 and 30000.

The trajectory from the 3D simulation is a bit jagged, which has two
explanations. First, there is a small random velocity field added to the
initial data � the left and right vortex are not exactly identical. And since
the paths are generated by taking the position for the minimum density �,
the minimum is sometimes found at the left vortex, and sometimes at the
right one. Second, since there is now three dimensions in the computation,
the minimum � can be found at different depths z for different times.

More striking than the shakiness of the 3D run is that the curves differ
so much in position for t� > 7000, and Figure 12 shows that a difference in
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Figure 12: Evolution of the density �� at the center of the right vortex. Re=500,
∆ymin = 0:1, order 4,2. Comparison between 2D and 3D.

the density occurs at the same time. (The density can be seen as a strength
measurement of the vortex. A strong vortex has a smaller density than a
weak one. Far from the vortices the density value is equal to one.) These
results agree with the ones obtained by Winckelmans et al. [8].

In Figure 13 the absolute value of the vorticity is shown as isosurfaces.
Here one can see that at time t� = 3000 the flow is essentially 2D, since the
vorticity is shaped as cylinders. In the third picture, from time t� = 12000,
it is easy to see that the z direction makes a difference since the cylinders
now have turned into curved tubes. This 3D behavior is already noticeable
in the picture from time t� = 6000, but then less obvious.

6 Discussion

We predicted earlier that for higher Reynolds numbers the paths of the vor-
tices would be flatter than for the cases treated here. (Although the artificial
viscosity created by turbulence will probably damp this trend.) We can also
see tendencies of a flatter trajectory for the 3D run compared to the 2D
case. Both these observations indicate that the vortex pair in a real case sce-
nario (were the Reynolds number is very high and the number of dimensions
definitely is 3) will roll away in opposite directions quite close to the ground.
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(a) t=3000

(b) t=6000

(c) t=12000

Figure 13: Isosurfaces of the vorticity. 3D simulation with Re = 500, ∆ymin = 0:1 and
4,2 order of the scheme. The isosurfaces are j~!j = 0.0025, 0.006 and 0.0125
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In absence of side wind the vortices could end up on an adjacent runway
within a couple of minutes, perhaps causing problems for incoming aircrafts.

The conclusions above are of course nothing but assumptions, and remain
to be verified in future work. Perhaps turbulence modeling (for example
Large-Eddy-Simulations) has to be used in order to examine the vortex be-
havior for more realistic Reynolds numbers. However, it is reassuring to see
that our results so far do not contradict the ones obtained by Winckelmans
et al. [8].

7 Computer performance

The computations in this project were performed on a cluster of AMD
Opteron processors with 1 GB RAM. Below is a table showing CPU times for
some of the simulations performed during this project, with final t� = 30000:ReV ∆y�min grid points processors accuracy ∆t� CPUEuler 1 � 10�1 1:08 � 105 8 4,2 0.142 12:02:32

5 � 102 1 � 10�1 1:08 � 105 8 4,2 0.138 15:02:36
5 � 102 1 � 10�1 1:08 � 105 8 8,4 0.138 22:46:48
5 � 102 1 � 10�2 1:21 � 105 16 4,2 0.014 90:18:25
5 � 104 1 � 10�2 1:21 � 105 8 4,2 0.018 125:08:17
5 � 104 1 � 10�2 1:21 � 105 16 8,4 0.018 79:55:59

Table 2: CPU times (in hours) for some computations. The computations were paral-
lelized and run on 8, 16 or 24 processors. All examples here are in 2D.

From this we can compute average computational times for the runs. For
example, the time needed to do one time step when having 1:2 � 105 grid
points distributed on 16 processors is 0:15s with (4,2) order of the scheme,
and 0:17s with (8,4) order of the accuracy (Compare line 4 and 6 in Table
2). Observe that even if a computation with a higher order scheme takes
longer time than with lower ones (approximately 30-40 percent longer time
when going from (4,2) to (8,4)) it is not expensive compared to doing mesh
refinement since ∆t� is dependent on ∆y�min. If the grid is made twice as
fine in the whole domain the computational time would approximately be 8
times higher.
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8 Future work

The best way to improve the results is probably to increase the number of
grid points in all directions, and to increase the computational domain to
reduce the effects from the far field boundaries. A way to avoid too many
grid points is to use very high order schemes, which also have the advantage
that small time steps can be avoided. For higher Reynolds numbers than the
ones used in this paper maybe other methods than direct simulation, such
as Large-Eddy-Simulations, have to be considered. Other interesting aspects
that could be investigated in the future are how side wind effects the vortices,
or what impact irregularities in the ground would have.
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